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About BLUE GUIDE GREECE
Fully updated edition of this Blue Guides classic, mainly written by Sherry 
Marker, a lecturer at Smith College, Massachusetts, with James Pettifer, an  
academic and expert on the Balkans. The guide amply covers mainland  
Greece, the cradle of western civilization. Updated information on develop-
ments in archaeology and scholarship make this the essential guide for  
visitors to Greece who are genuinely interested in its past as a way of  
enjoying the present. Now a separate title, Blue Guide Greece the Islands  
will be published in 2007.

sample pages from the new Blue Guide Museums & Galleries of London, September 2005

Pub. date: May 2006
Format: 130 x 200mm
specification: 736 pages
 Full colour throughout, 20 colour maps, 25 colour 
 plans and diagrams, 40 colour photos
Cover: Paper, threadsewn in sections.

‘The best informed of all such modern series in English’
Daly Telegraph

Sales and distribution UK and Ireland:

ABOUT NEw BlUE GUIDES

Somerset Books, following the acquisition of the Blue Guides in May 2004,  
is investing heavily in the series:
 re-editing to improve access to information and navigability
 strong focus on maintaining Blue Guides as the leading, most 
 comprehensive cultural guides in the English language covering art, history and architecture
  full colour throughout: diagrams, clear maps and beautiful photographs
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tel: +44 (0) 208 144 3509
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